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ABSTRACT
In recent years, virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR) technology has received great attention due to its capability of creating various levels of immersive experiences. However, current wireless VR/AR devices are quite expensive, which hinders its large-scale deployment in practice. In this demo, we present a wireless interactive VR/AR teaching system based on popular Android phones. In such a demo, when a teacher explains a 3D heart model, multiple students can see it from exactly the same perspective as the teacher does through VR/AR glasses. When one student has a concern or question regarding a particular part of the heart model, he/she can point it out, and a corresponding blue cursor will appear on screens of all users. Moreover, in the absence of 3D models in Android phones, we broadcast 3D models based on their visual priorities.
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Figure 1: Interactive VR/AR teaching system.

Moreover, in the absence of 3D models in Android phones, we broadcast 3D models based on their visual priorities. Indeed, different from conventional video streaming that delivers contents in consecutive frames, data transmission in VR/AR applications highly depends on user’s input movement. In particular, whenever there is an input movement, we expect the corresponding images to be displayed on the screen in time. In the case of 3D building design using VR/AR technology, when users open a door of one conference room, they expect to see inside the conference room immediately. Since the data volume of a whole 3D design typically is large, it causes unacceptable high latency if the data of a whole design is delivered through wireless networks. Instead, it is sufficient to deliver the images around the door in time. More generally,
users’ immediate and surrounding models should be loaded first and then the rest of models.

2 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we discuss the implementation details of our interactive VR/AR teaching system, which consists of remote controllers, Android phones, and cloud/edge servers. In our demo, each remote controller is associated with a unique Android phone and communicates with it through Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), while each Android phone communicates with an edge server through WiFi, as shown in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: Communication paradigms](image)

2.1 Remote Controller Design

Fig. 3 shows our designed remote controller that contains a STM32F103C8T6 micro-control unit (MCU), a battery, four switches, four buttons, two rockers, fifteen LEDs, and a CC2541 BLE module. The MCU can immediately respond to the actions of switches, buttons or rockers, and then send a control signal to an Android phone through BLE every 20ms for satisfactory user experience (see [1]).

![Figure 3: Remote controller](image)

2.2 Android Phone Design Platform

The software design on Android phone basically includes VR displaying or AR rendering, BLE and WiFi communications. In particular, we use the Unity3D to develop virtual 3D models for VR scenario and then further combine with real-time camera background for AR application through rendering frame by OpenGL. Here, the operation instruction is highly time-sensitive and should be sent to the server in time. In addition, some 3D models cannot be fully stored in an Android phone due to its huge volume of data and thus it should be dynamically downloaded from edge/cloud servers. Moreover, whenever there is an action, in order to provide better user experience, the user’s immediate and surrounding models should be loaded first and then the rest of models. Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of our VR/AR application.

2.3 Server Platform Design

Our server platform includes the cloud and edge servers, which are configured by Express framework of Node.js and combined with MySQL database to facilitate the data management. In particular, the cloud server provides the storage of all user data and 3D models, while the edge server extracts the required data from the cloud server, so that users can respond quickly to some actions and display corresponding models in time through TCP/UDP connections via WiFi.

3 DEMONSTRATION

In this section, we show how to operate our interactive VR/AR system in our demo. Our video demo is available at [www.ele.uri.edu/faculty/binli/demos/ARdemo.mp4](http://www.ele.uri.edu/faculty/binli/demos/ARdemo.mp4).

In our demo, users can watch VR/AR scenes and their real-time operations at the same group. Each user can use its remote controller to select controlling, watching or freedom mode. In the controlling mode, the operation will be shared among users within each group while users can only view the operation in the watching mode. In the free mode, users can operate VR/AR models freely, but other users within the same group will not see the operation.

In addition, users can conduct a series of operations on the VR/AR scenes by rockers and buttons of their remote controllers. In particular, VR/AR operations include the rotation and zooming of 3D models, splitting and combination of 3D models, displaying and hiding of texts or the AR background as well as the resetting operation. Fig. 5 shows some operations of our VR/AR model.

![Figure 5: Model operations](image)

Moreover, in the absence of 3D models, traditional wireless designs aiming for optimizing the user experience for video streaming need to load and render all large volume of 3D models, and thus users need to wait for a long time to observe an action, which is unacceptable for wireless VR/AR systems. Intuitively, whenever there is an action, users’ immediate and surrounding models should be loaded first and then the rest of models so that users just need to wait for much shorter time to see the operations.
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